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A Method of Calibrating Magnetometers on a 
Spinning Spacecraft 

W .  M.  Farrell, R. F. Thompson, R. P. Lepping, and J. B. Byrnes 

Abstract-This paper describes a procedure for quantifying 
and compensating for angular offsets and slow-varying drifts 
associated with a flux-gate magnetometer onboard a spinning 
spacecraft. Such magnetometers have been flown on numerous 
spacecraft such as IMP-8, DE-1, and ISTPIGEOTAIL, and 
similar instruments are currently proposed to fly on the ISTPI 
WIND spacecraft. Consequently, slight geometric misalign- 
ment of the sensor from their chosen axes will create errors in 
the measured signal. These misalignments can be quantified us- 
ing perturbation theory and compensated in the data analysis 
process. The technique is applicable to magnetometers on spin- 
ning spacecraft. Also, over long time periods, the magnetom- 
eter will develop slight drifts in the electronic components, and 
these too can be quantified in the data analysis process. We 
shall discuss a technique that quantifies and compensates for 
such perturbations from the measurements. The technique has 
been successfully applied for the last sixteen years to IMP-8 
magnetometer data and more currently to the GEOTAIL mag- 
netometer data, and can be applied in a general way to mea- 
surements from any magnetometer onboard a spinning space- 
craft. Further improvements in the technique will also be 
discussed. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
AGNETOMETERS used in space science applica- M tions commonly suffer from two sources of error; 

one type resulting from slight sensor misalignments with 
respect to the coordinate axis, and the other from drifts in 
the quiescent point of the electronic components. For ex- 
ample, the drifts in the zero levels of the IMP-7 magne- 
tometer system were on the order of a nanoTesla over the 
two year operation period of the instrument [ 11, while the 
electronic drifts associated with the HEOS-2 magnetom- 
eter were also on the order of a nanoTesla over a four year 
period [2]. Although such errors seem relatively insignif- 
icant, they must be quantified and compensated for in or- 
der to ensure an accurate measurement of the ambient 
magnetic field. 

The two types of errors can be identified in the mag- 
netometer measurements onboard a spinning spacecraft. 
The errors can be removed using a dual-magnetometer 
system, each possessing a triad of (nearly) orthogonal 
sensors. Such systems are currently flown on IMP-8, 
DE-1, and ISTP/GEOTAIL and are proposed to be flown 
on the ISTP/WIND spacecraft. 
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We will describe a procedure to identify and remove 
the sensor errors resulting from misalignments and elec- 
tronic drifts from an instrument onboard a spinning space- 
craft. The technique has been in successful use for over 
16 years as part of the standard processing of the IMP-8 
magnetometer data. Further, the concepts discussed here 
can be applied, in a general way, to magnetometers flown 
on any spinning spacecraft. 

It should be recognized that our error removal tech- 
nique is distinctly different from those previously dis- 
cussed [2], [3]. These other techniques make use of 
“Alfvenic” type changes in the ambient magnetic field 
(i.e., changes in field direction rather than magnitude) that 
then allow a statistical determination of the sensor error. 
Such techniques have the advantage of applicability to a 
spinning or nonspinning spacecraft. However, the tech- 
nique is valid only in regions where most the field changes 
can be considered ‘‘Alfvenic. ” In other words, the space- 
craft has to be in the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) 
for application. Also, these alternative techniques cannot 
differentiate between an error in misalignment or elec- 
tronic drift; both types of error are measured together. 
The technique we are about to describe for spinning 
spacecraft can be applied in any region of space and 
clearly separates the two types of errors. 

11. SYSTEM DEFINITION 
Before the method is described in detail, the geometry 

of the magnetometer and spacecraft systems should be de- 
fined. In particular, there are two coordinate systems in- 
volved in the data analysis, and these are shown in Fig. 
1. Consider a spin-stabilized spacecraft rotating about the 
Z-axis with angular frequency, U. The plane normal to 
this axis is commonly referred to as the “spin-plane,’’ 
and is defined by the orthogonal “apparent” coordinate 
vectors XA and YA that rotate about Z at U .  The vector 
ZA = Z forms a third orthogonal basis vector of this sys- 
tem. A vector, R, in the apparent system transforms to 
the non-rotating, inertially-fixed “payload” coordinate 
system by the transformation, Q-’ defined as: 

[E] = [sin (ut) cos (Ut) 0 1  [;-I. (1) 

The vector XP in this case is defined as the projection of 
the vector pointing to the sun, YP is orthogonal to XP 

cos (ut) -sin (ut) 0 RXA 

R Z P  0 0 1 
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Fig. I .  The geometry of the magnetometer system. Note that the sensors 
and apparent coordinate sysrem ( X A ,  Y A ,  ZA) all rotate at the spin fre- 
quency. W .  In  contrast, the payload coordinate system (XP, Yf. Z P )  is 
inertially-defined. 

and in the spin plane, while ZP = Z forms the third or- 
thogonal basis vector of this system. 

111. IDEAL ALIGNMENT 
Consider an inertially-defined magnetic field vector, B, 

with component B; projected along the spin axis and com- 
ponent B, projected into the spin plane. Also, consider 
that each of the magnetic sensors of a flux-gate magne- 
tometer lie parallel to each of the apparent coordinate axis, 
XA, YA, and ZA (corresponding to a perfectly aligned 
system in Fig. 1,  with all A0 and A+ set to zero). In this 
“ideal” configuration, there will be no spin-modulated 
component in the ZA-sensor, and a strong spin-modulated 
component will be present in the XA and YA sensors. 
Further, in this configuration, the phase difference be- 
tween the spin-modulated signals nmeasured by XA-sen- 
sor and YA-sensor will be exactly 90”. The “apparent” 
B measured by the sensors is shown in Fig. 2. As indi- 
cated in  the figure, the measurements in  the spin-plane 
oscillate about a “true” zero-level. The simple transfor- 
mation defined in (1) can then be used to obtain B in pay- 
load coordinates. Since the sensors are assumed to be ex- 
actly aligned with the apparent coordinate axis, no vestige 
of spin-modulation will remain in the signal upon trans- 
forming. In other words, the transformation defined in ( 1 )  
will eliminate all spin-modulation when sensors are ide- 
ally-aligned. 

Unfortunately, the magnetic sensors are rarely aligned 
perfectly along the chosen coordinate axis. Also, over 
long periods of time, the “true” zero level will tend to 
drift due to slight changes in the magnetometer electrical 
system. However, these deviations from ideal magnetom- 
eter behavior can be quantified and eliminated in the data 
processing stage, and a method to do this will be de- 
scribed in the following sections. 

IV. EFFECTS OF SMALL MISALIGNMENTS 
Imagine that the magnetometer sensor initially intended 

to be aligned with the XA coordinate was shifted slightly 
in both azimuth (A+, )  and elevation (AO,), as shown in 
Fig. 1. We shall define this sensor as “ I . ”  Such a mis- 

TIME 

Fig. 2 .  The signals detected from ideally-aligned sensors. 

alignment in Sensor- 1 results in three observed perturba- 
tions in the signal: 

1) The magnitude of the spin-plane component of B ,  
BsP, is slightly underestimated by the sensor as com- 
pared to the actual value of B,,,. 

2) The spin-phasing of B,, is shifted slightly relative 
to an “ideal” sensor alignment. 

3 )  The zero-level (or dc offset) of the sensor is shifted 
relative to the perfectly aligned sensor. 

As we shall soon derive, a similar set of perturbations will 
arise in a misaligned sensor intended to lie along YA 
(Sensor-2). For a misaligned sensor intended to lie along 
the ZA axis (like Sensor-3 in Fig. l),  two perturbations 
in the signal will result: 

1) The magnitude of the spin-axis component of B ,  BZ,  
is slightly underestimated as compared to its real 
value. 

2) Spin-modulation develops in the signal, that would 
not be present in a perfectly aligned sensor. 

Changes in the sensor zero level occurring from electronic 
drifts will add a constant value to the magnetic field that 
is uncorrelated with magnetometer position. To demon- 
strate how these perturbations develop, we shall estimate 
the magnetic field value measured by the misaligned sen- 
sor, and compare it to the value measure by a perfectly- 
aligned sensor. 

In a very general way, the direction of Sensor- 1, R I ,  
can be written as 

RI = (sin O1 cos q b l ,  sin 0 ,  sin $,, cos el) ,  ( 2 )  

in  the apparent coordinate system (i.e., XA, YA, & ZA). 
The quantity O1 represents the sensor’s angular orientation 
relative to the spin axis, while q b ,  represents the sensor’s 
azimuth angle relative to the XA axis. For ideal place- 
ment, 

0 ,  = 90” 

and 

$ I  = O ” ,  ( 3 )  
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making U1 

I 
RI = (1, 0, 0). (4) I 

For a misalignment in elevation, AOl, and azimuth, Aq+, 
like those shown in Fig. 1, the angles become 

81 = 90" - A01 

and 

41 = A419 ( 5 )  
with the perturbations being either positive or negative in 
value. Assuming only small misalignments of the sensors, 
the trigonometric terms can be approximated by 

COS O1 = cos (90" - Ab1) - AOl, 

sin O 1  = sin (90" - AO1) - 1 - (A8J2/2, 

COS 41 = COS (A41) - 1 - (A41)2/2, 

and 

sin 4I -Al .  (6) 
Hence, to the second-order, the misaligned sensor posi- 
tion becomes 

(7) 
where c l  = (AO: + A4:)/2. 

In the frame of reference of the spinning spacecraft (the 
"apparent" coordinate system) a general form of the 
magnetic field vector can be written using the inverse of 
the tensor shown in (1): 

RI = (1 - € 1 9  A413 AOi), 

BU = Bsp COS (ut - $), 

BYA = -BSp sin (ut - $), 

and 

B a  = Bzp = Bz, (8) 

where BSP = (Bip + B'$p)1'2 and $ = tan-' (BYPIBxP). 
For the sake of demonstration, we assume that B lies in 
the XPIZP plane, so that $ = 0 at t = 0. This assumption 
can be made without any loss of generality, since only a 
phase shift $ is required to describe B fields out of this 
plane (or changes to wt  -+ ut - $ in the following equa- 
tions). Given B in the XPIZP plane, a misaligned Sen- 
sor-1 will then detect a magnetic field of 

I B * RI - (1 - cI)BSP cos wt - A4lB~p I 

Sensor 1 

A91 81 

X A  
B ~ P  

Fig. 3. The effect of an elevated sensor out of the spin plane. Note that a 
projection of B along the spin-axis (B,) is measured by the elevated sensor 

pendent contribution: 

D ( r )  - -BSP(cI cos or + A41 sin ut) (11) 

and a quasi-dc contribution: 

AB AOIBZ + BI.elec. (12) 

Equation (1 1) possess a decrease in magnitude and phase 
shift in the measured spin-plane component of B, BSP. 
Since the sensor is shifted slightly out of the spin plane, 
it detects a reduced BSP component, while the displace- 
ment in azimuth, A4, is the sole source of the phase shift. 
Due to the elevation out of the spin plane, the sensor now 
detects a projection of the constant Bz component, which 
accounts for the zero-level offset in (12) (see Fig. (3)). 

For a misaligned sensor (Sensor-2) along the YA axis, 
a similar equation can be derived using O2 = 90" - A02 
and 42 = 90" + A&: 

sin ut + A02Bz + B2-elec, 1 (13) 
where c2 = (Ad; + A4;)/2 and the label "2" indicates 
the second sensor of the magnetometer. For perfect align- 
ment: 

(14) 

Comparing expressions (9) and (13), it is evident that the 
Sensor-2 perturbations are similar in nature to those of 
Sensor- 1. Basically, a smaller magnitude and phase shift 
are measured for BSP, along with a dc offset. 

A sensor perfectly-aligned along the ZA axis will de- 
tect only a constant B value, without any spin modulation. 
However, if the sensor is misaligned, then a spin-modu- 
lated component will be observed. In general, the position 
of the spin-aligned sensor, Sensor-3, can be written as 

B * Rz = -Bsp sin wt. 

R3 = (sin O3 cos 43, sin O 3  sin &, cos 03) .  (15) 

The misalignment consists of a tilt from the ZA axis, this 
directed along the (arbitrary) azimuth angle 43.  The ge- 
ometry is illustrated in Fig. l .  The tilt and azimuth angles 
can be written as 

sin wt  + ABIBZ + BI-elec. I (9) 

The quantity BI-elec represents the change in measurement 
due to any electronic drifts. For comparison, a perfectly 
aligned sensor (without drifts) will detect a signal of 

0 3  = A03 B * RI = Bsp COS wt. (10) 

Thus, a misaligned sensor will create a number of pertur- 
bations to the measured signal. There is both a time de- 

and 
43 = 43. 
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For small misalignments, 

cos O 3  - 1 - (A03)’/2 

sin O 3  - A03 

cos $3 = cos 43 

sin 4, = sin (17) 
Hence, the second-order position vector of the sensor is 

R3 = cos &, A03 sin h, 1 - €4 (18) 

where c3 = AO:/2. The magnetic field measured by Sen- 
sor-3 is then 

B * R3 - A03 cos cp3BSP cos w t  - A03 sin &BSP sin w t  

(19) + (1 - 4 B :  + Bdec  

( 2 0 )  

Note that the measured field for a perfectly aligned sensor 
is 

B . R3 = B,. (21)  

Thus, a slight misalignment of a sensor, intended to lie 
along ZA, results in an added spin-modulation to the sig- 
nal that would not normally be present, along with a slight 
reduction in the value of the B; component measured by 
the sensor. 

Fig. 4 is similar to Fig. 2 ,  in that it illustrates the mea- 
sured magnetic field signals from the three sensors, but 
now the effects from the sensor misalignments described 
above are included. Note that a DC offset, phase shift, 
and reduced value are associated with measurements from 
the spin-plane sensors. The spin-aligned sensor now has 
a spin-modulated component to the signal that would not 
normally be present in the ideal case. This is a pictorial 
example of the types of perturbations expected from mis- 
aligned sensors. 

V.  QUANTIFYING THE PERTURBATIONS 
Fortunately, information about the misalignments of 

each sensor is contained in the time-series data. These 
data should then be analyzed before final processing to (a) 
obtain the degree of misalignment and zero-level drift and 
(b) correct for such effects. We shall now describe a 
method to do both. The method is based upon the as- 
sumption that the misalignment of the Sensor-3, that along 
the ZA axis, is small (AO, << I ) .  In other words, this 
sensor is assumed to be only slightly tilted from the spin 
axis. Under most circumstances, this is a very safe as- 
sumption. We can then correlate the I?: signal measured 
by the (nearly) spin-aligned sensor to the projection of B; 
detected by the spin-plane sensors (i.e., B; resulting from 
the misalignments, as described in (9) and (13)).  From 
this correlation, the spin-plane sensor’s functional de- 
pendence on elevation angle, AO, can be obtained and cor- 

-‘ I A 8 3  BSp m s  (ut*&) 
. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . . ~ - . .  i &Y?--l ........_~~~-- 

TIME 

Fig. 4. The signals detected from sensors misaligned as described in the 
text. 

rected. Also, the spin-modulated component to the spin- 
aligned sensor can be quantified and corrected. Note that 
the sensor triad does not have to be orthogonal in order 
for the method to work. The quantities Ad,  and AOr are 
calculated independently without assuming an intersensor 
orthogonality. The only required assumption is that AO, 
remains small. This method will allow us to reconstruct 
the field values as if the sensors were not misaligned. 

To determine the misalignment in the spin-plane sen- 
sors (Sensors 1 and 2 intended to lie along the XA and 
YA axis, respectively), the following analysis, called the 
“Slope-Intercept’’ method, can be performed: 

a) The data from Sensor-1 (supposedly XA aligned) 
taken over a time interval of several spin periods (a min- 
imum of 1 to many tens) is run through a trigonometric 
spin fit routine that determines the coefficients (CA, Cl, 
Ci) of the function 

~ ( t )  = c:) + C; sin or‘ + CA cos wt‘ (counts), (22) 

where t ‘ = f - f,,,, I , , ,  being the time the XA axis crosses 
the spin-plane projection of the vector pointing to the sun 
(or, by definition, the XP axis). The phase of the XA axis 
relative to the sun vector is often referred to as the “sun 
phase.” It is assumed that the data has little noise and 
that the field is not changing dramatically over the fitting 
interval. If the sensor was perfectly aligneed, CA would 
represent the “true” zero-level. However, any misalign- 
ments will alter these zero-level values. This analysis is 
repeated over successive time intervals in order to obtain 
a large set of C’s. It should be noted that the dc offset and 
time dependent coefficients can also be derived by per- 
forming Fourier transform spectral analysis. 

b) The same spin-fit routine is applied to the data ob- 
tained from Sensor-2 in time intervals similar to that used 
for Sensor-I. Like the previous case, a large set of C& 
Cf,  and Cf , values are collected. 

c) The same spin-fit routine is applied to the data ob- 
tained from Sensor-3 in similar time intervals as the pre- 
vious two sensors. Again, a large set of C& Ci,  and C; 
values are collected. It is assumed that the sensor is only 
slightly misaligned, hence C i  > C ; ,  C; .  

d) Given a large number of time intervals (enough in- 
tervals so that By is allowed to vary as a function time), 
the parameters CA and C i  can now be correlated to C i  by 
performing a least-squares linear fit to the set of values 
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(Ci, CA) and (Ci, C;) .  It is assumed that CA and Ci relate 
to C i  by 

CA = SLOPE, * Ci + INTERCEPT, 

and 

C; = SLOPE, * C i  + INTERCEPT,. (23) 

In this notation, the intercept values represent the zero 
level of the sensor while the slope is directly proportional 
to the misalignment angle. 

The INTERCEPT values determine the zero level at the 
time of measurement. Hence, the electronic drift in the 
sensor can be quantified by comparing these values to 
those obtained during preflight calibration. Thus, Bl-eiec 
and B2.elec are derived from these INTERCEPTS. 

Using this procedure, we have quantified the dc offset, 
phase position, and the zero level for Sensor 1 and 2. We 
shall now describe the analysis for the spin-aligned sen- 
sor, Sensor-3, called the “Beta-Phi’ ’ method: 

a) The sensor’s azimuthal displacement from the XA 
axis, &, is determined from 

$3 = tan-’ (C:/C:)  - tan-’ (Cl/C:) (24) 

b) The tilt-angle, A&, is determined from comparing 
the BSP component measured by the misaligned Sensor-3 
(i.e., -((C:)2 + (C:)2)”2) to the BSP component mea- 
sured by the spin-plane sensors, BSP = (B: + B;)”*, where 
B ,  and B2 represent the field strength measured in Sen- 
sor-1 and -2 (with the erroneous dc offsets removed to 
improve the accuracy). The angle A& is then: 

(25) 
The quantity S3 represents the sensor sensitivity (conver- 
sion from counts to gammas). Note that the true B-field 
values are used to determine this particular angle. 

d) Unfortunately, for the magnetometers onboard 
WIND and GEOTAIL, the “true” sensor zero level of 
Sensor-3, that along ZA, cannot be determined directly. 
Normally, the spin-aligned sensor would be flipped into 
the spin plane, as was done with IMP-8, to allow the 
“true” zero-level to be determined in the same manner 
as described above (i.e., slope/intercept method). How- 
ever, such flipping will not be done on the WIND and 
GEOTAIL experiments. To determine this one quantity, 
the “true” zero level of Sensor-3, we shall then apply the 
other techniques [2], [3]. 

A& = sin-’ (S3((C:)2 + (C2)  3 2 ) i t 2  /BSP) .  

VI. REMOVING. THE PERTURBATIONS 
Using the parameters from the “Slope/Intercept” and 

“Beta/Phi” methods, the effects of the sensor misalign- 
ments can be determined from the measurements. These 
misalignments can then be removed and the transforma- 
tion to payload coordinates can then be made using the 
tensor in Eq. (1). We shall first discuss the analysis that 
was performed on the IMP-8 data, and then discuss pos- 
sible improvements that might be incorporated into the 
WIND magnetometer data analysis. 

IMP-8 Processing. Only the dc offsets of the spin plane 
sensors (i.e., AOBZ term in equations (9) and (13)) are 
considered in the IMP-8 magnetometer processing sys- 
tem. It is assumed that the perturbations E and A 4  are 
small. In other words, the slightly reduced magnitude and 
altered phase in the measured BSP signal are neglected, 
and only the effect of the projection of Bz is currently 
considered. For Sensor-3, the spin-aligned sensor, the 
added spin-modulation from misalignment is eliminated 
by subtracting A03 BSP cos (ut + 43) from the measured 
Sensor-3 signal. It is again assumed that E in (20) is small, 
and thus can be neglected. The removal of the perturba- 
tions included the following steps: 

(a) To remove the dc zero-level offset, the value 

DELTA, = SLOPE, * Ci, 

DELTA, = SLOPE, * Ci, 

(26) 

is subtracted from the Sensor-1 measurement and 

(27) 

is subtracted from the Sensor-2 measurement. The SLOPE 
and INTERCEPT values are calculated using the linear fit 
routine described in the previous section. 

b) The spin-dependent perturbation in the Sensor-3 
measurements is removed by subtracting A03BSP cos ( u t  
+ 43) from the measurements. The values of A03 and $3 

were obtained from the method described previously. The 
value of BSP is obtained from geometric mean of the val- 
ues of Sensor- 1 and Sensor-2 with the erroneous zero-lev- 
els removed: BSP = (B: + &)‘I2. 

As mentioned previously, for the sake of the arguments 
above, we have placed B in the XP/ZP plane. This makes 
the formalism accurate up to a phase shift, rl, (see Section 
IV). For an arbitrary magnetic field direction, the phasing 
of the signal becomes 

(28) 

where rl, is the angle of BSP in the spin plane. Fig. 5 shows 
the geometry for BSP located in an arbitrary azimuth po- 
sition. Note in the figure that rl, is the angle between BSP 
and the inertially-defined XP axis, while U is the angle 
between BSP and the spinning XA axis. Hence, the azi- 
muth angle between Bsp and the spin plane projection of 
Sensor-3 becomes 

wt  + wt  - * 

wt - rl, + $3 = -U + 43 = $3 - U (29) 
where U = tan-’ ( B 2 / B I ) .  This angle defines the position 
of BSP in the XA/YA plane. Since the apparent coordinate 
system is spinning with the spacecraft and B is inertially 
fixed, U will range through all angular values (0’ to 360”) 
every spin period. The spin-modulated component of Sen- 
sor-3, created by misalignment, is 

(30) Ae3Bsf cos ($3 - 4 
and this component is subtracted from the Sensor-3 mea- 
surements. 

With these first-order errors removed, the measure- 
ments are then transformed to payload coordinates using 
the simple rotation about the ZA axis shown in (1). Fur- 
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Fig .  5 .  The azimuth angles of various quantities in the spin plane 

ther analysis of these measurements, such as transforming 
to GSE and GSM coordinates and averaging can then be 
performed. 

Possible Improvements. As stated previously, the E  and 
A 4  perturbations described in (2) to (21) are not elimi- 
nated from the measurements in an IMP-8 type analysis 
scenario. These terms could be removed to improve the 
accuracy of the measurement. This is particularly true of 
the A 4  terms, which are first-order perturbations, and thus 
have the potential to become very significant (possibly of 
equal significance to the first-order zero-level offsets, A0 
Bz). In contrast, the t terms are second-order and thus of 
less significance. 

a) The azimuth offsets of the sensors, A 4 1 , 2  are ac- 
tually difficult to quantify directly. This difficulty arises 
because only the total phase difference between Sensor- 1 
and Sensor-2 is measured, A&OT, and not the individual 
misalignments, 2 .  The total phase difference, A 4 T O T ,  
is defined as 

A 4 T o T  = tan-' (C:/C;) - tan-' (Cl/C:) 

= 90" + A 4 2  - A 4 l .  (31) 

Before launch (i.e., prelaunch), the inter-orthgonality of 
the three magnetometer sensors (sensor triad) is mea- 
sured, and the azimuthal offset angle, A4YRE and A&RE, 
are determined at this time. Usually, an interorthogonal- 
ity offset matrix based on preflight measurements is pro- 
vided by the investigator, and these small misalignments 
are then removed prior to calibration. 

However, during the flight there may be periods when 
the azimuthal offsets deviate from their initial alignment. 
The most probable offset would involve the azimuthally 
bending on the boom. Since the spin-plane sensors (Sen- 
sor-1 and Sensor-2) are fixed on the boom, both see the 
same azimuthal offset from boom bending in their mea- 
surements: Ac$~ = A& = A + .  

The easiest way to quantify boom bending is to make 
use of measurements from a dual magnetometer system. 
In such an experiment, there are two separate magnetom- 
eters located at different points on the same boom. The 
purpose of such a system is to quantify the spacecraft field 
[4]. However, we can also apply the measurements to 
quantify A 4 .  As illustrated in Figure 6, the spin phase 

4 

F T m  SENSOR 

INNER SENSOR 

Fig .  6 .  Azimuthal bending of the magnetometer boom.  For two separate 
magnetometers on the boom,  a spin phase shift will be  present which is 
related to Ab. 

difference between the inner and outer magnetometers 
yields a zero-order estimate of the amount of boom bend- 
ing. It is assumed that the inner magnetometer is located 
close to the spacecraft, and thus suffers little from the 
bending (A4i"ER - 0). Thus, the spin phase of this sen- 
sor is considered the true phase. In contrast, the outer 
magnetometer is shifted azimuthally, which results in a 
measured spin phase difference with respect to the inner 
magnetometer. This phase difference thus corresponds to 
A 4 O U T E R  - A$, where A 4  approximately represents the 
amount of boom bending. 

To remove the effect of bending from the outer mag- 
netometer, we need to recognize that BSP sin ut is the field 
measured in Sensor-2, B 2 ,  while BSP cos ut is the field 
measured in Sensor- 1, B I .  Thus, to remove the effects of 
bending (see (9) and (13)), add 

A 4  B2 (32) 

to the Sensor-1 measurements and 

A 4  B1 (33) 

to the Sensor-2 measurements. 
b) Finally, the E values in (9), (13), (20) can be com- 

pletely quantified. These variables are = + 
A4:,*)/2 and e3 = A0:/2. The values used in are 
derivable from the SLOPE-X and SLOPE-Y values: 

A01,2  = SLOPE-X,Y/S3 (34) 

where S3 is defined as the sensitivity value of Sensor-3 
that converts counts to gammas. Thus, to remove these 
second-order effects from the sensor measurements, add 

E'BI? 

E2B2 3 

and 

€ 3 4  (35) 

to the values obtained in Sensor-1 , Sensor-2 and Sensor- 
3, respectively. 

At this point in the processing, the measurements 
should appear as if they were obtained by an ideally- 
aligned set of sensors. The transformation to payload co- 
ordinates, defined in ( l ) ,  can now be made, creating mea- 
surements with little vestigial spin modulation. Further 
analysis such as transforming to inertial coordinate sys- 
tems and averaging can now proceed. 
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VII. CONCLUSIONS 

A method has been outlined that removes perturbations 
in magnetometer signals resulting from small sensor mis- 
alignments. The method works on any spinning space- 
craft and, with the new additions to the procedure, may 
prove to be very accurate. Further, the method is rela- 
tively fast, allowing the zero-levels of the sensors to be 
determined in a comparatively short period of time. Many 
of the first-order perturbations are removed using the 
technique developed for the IMP-8 spacecraft. In the cur- 
rent version of the method, other first- and second-order 
perturbations can be quantified by the spin-fitting proce- 
dure and removed. This method will be used in the data 
analysis of the WIND magnetometer experiment, and is 
in current successful use in the GEOTAIL magnetometer 
data analysis. 

The magnetometer calibration includes the following 
steps: 

a) Run the raw data from all three sensors through a 
trigonometric spin fit routine or FFT spectral analysis 
routine to obtain the outputs CO, CI, and C2 defined by 
(22 ) .  

Spin-Plane Sensor Analysis 
b) Perform a linear fit of the spin-plane sensor (Sensor- 

1 & -2) CA,’ values to the spin-axis (Sensor-3) Ci  values. 
Obtain the outputs SLOPE-X, SLOPE-Y, INTER- 
CEPT-X, and INTERCEPT-Y. 

c) Subtract erroneous zero-levels from spin-plane sen- 
sors (Sensor-1 & -2) using the newly-derived SLOPE-X, 
SLOPE-Y, INTERCEPT-X, and INTERCEPT-Y. 

d) Remove phase shift resulting from A 4 , , *  and mag- 
nitude reduction resulting from E I ,  from the spin-plane 
sensors (Sensor-1 & -2). 

e) Compare INTERCEPT-X,Y values (zero-level) to 
preflight zero-levels to determine the amount of electronic 
drift that has occurred in the measurement. 

Spin-Axis Sensor Analysis 
f )  Quantify the tilt angle, A8, and azimuth position, 4, 

of the spin-axis sensor (Sensor-3). 
g) Remove the spin-modulated term from the Sensor-3 

measurements. The new output is B3 with A83BSP cos (& 
- a) removed. 

h) Remove e3B3 from the Sensor-3 measurements. 

i) Transform the calibrated B-field values from appar- 
ent to payload coordinates. Since the values have the per- 
turbations resulting from misalignments removed, the 
vestigial spin modulation is drastically reduced. 
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